Autumn 2017

A warm welcome
A warm welcome!
Autumn has come, at least in some places. It is the time when the weather is getting colder and days shorter.
Whether we like it or not, we tend to spend less time outside, which is why this is the best moment to warm up
our houses, give them the coziness they need during the long, chilly evenings.
In this new edition of Planika Insight and we are happy to present a range of updates and new products that our
company has recently introduced to our offer. This relates in particular to FLA 3 XL Suite Logs, the new version
of FLA 3 XL with decorative eco logs and different glazing options. The first fireplace of this kind premiered
in September during the Maison & Objet trade fairs in Paris. The combination of a fully glass-enclosed bio fireplace
with the system of integrated decorative accessories aroused great curiosity among many people visiting our stand.
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Our offer has been broadened by a yet another new product – Steampunk – a fireplace designed for loft
and industrial interiors, decorated with concrete, stone, metal and glass. To enhance character and create a special
atmosphere, such interiors require carefully selected decorations. And Steampunk is definitely a unique one.
Enjoy the read.
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New products & updates

Planika has developed new gas fireplaces for both indoor and outdoor spaces, but we did not forget about
the bio enthusiasts. The new, exclusive product, FLA 3 XL Suite Logs, will undoubtedly attract the attention
of many fans of traditional fireplaces.
We would also like to mention our forthcoming changes to our website. With the new layout, it is definitely
going to be more transparent and user-friendly.
NEW GAS FIREPALCES

Planika Control, our mobile app
for gas fireplaces, has been updated.
The implemented changes make
the application more intuitive and easier
to use. From now on, you can also choose
between different languages: English,
Polish, German, French and Russian.
With the Eco Flow mode you can
determine the shape and height
of the flame in 2-15 second intervals.
The function also allows you to monitor
the current gas consumption.
FOR MORE DETAILS CONTACT OUR
GAS FIREPLACE DEPARTMENT

SEBASTIAN KUSZ
s.kusz@planikafires.com
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The app is available on Google Play
and App Store.

Galio Fire Pit Corten is an outdoor gas fireplace enclosed in a modish round case

New products & updates

that will add a touch of unique character to every space. The casing is made of corten
steel, a material resistant to the most severe weather conditions. When exposed to air,
it creates a rusty in appearance oxide layer - a distinctive feature of this material
that gives the fireplace a truly unique look. The flame height in Galio Fire Pit Corten
can be regulated smoothly, also with the use of a convenient remote. The burner
of the fireplace was designed to be covered with a layer of decorative black-diamond
stones. Due to the new battery exchange system, there is no need for disassembling
the control panel. The whole process is thus very simple and fast. The new fireplace
offers two clean burning fuel options – LPG and Natural Gas.
Importantly, our group of experts from the Project Department can meet the most demanding expectations in designing custom
solutions. We can create a corten case fireplaces in various shapes, e.g. a square Galio Fire Pit Corten for our customer
in Dubai. It looks and feels exceptional.

FOR MORE DETAILS CONTACT OUR
GAS FIREPLACE DEPARTMENT

SEBASTIAN KUSZ
s.kusz@planikafires.com
Galio Fire Pit Corten 700 mm x 700 mm, a non-standard model
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New products & updates

We are doing our best efforts
to adapt our products to
specific projects. Should you
have any specific needs, feel
free to contact us.

FOR MORE DETAILS CONTACT OUR
GAS FIREPLACE DEPARTMENT

SEBASTIAN KUSZ
s.kusz@planikafires.com
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Our offer has also been broadened with a non-cased version of Galio Fire Pit Corten.
Galio Fire Pit Insert is a gas fireplace designed for free outdoor installation. The unique fire pit burner
creates a beautiful flame, bringing a cozy atmosphere of warmth to every open space. The user can
choose the suitable fuel option, as the fireplace allows for LPG and Natural Gas installations. To make
the fireplace operation very easy and convenient, the fireplace can also be fitted with an optional
multifunction remote. The decorative metal ring can be removed, increasing the arrangement
possibilities even more.

New products & updates
NEW BIOETHANOL
FIEPALCES
Our line of automatic bio fireplaces
introduces an innovative solution –
a fully glass-enclosed fire decorated
with logs.
FLA 3 XL Suite Logs is an advanced
bio fireplace that combines many
intelligent features with a traditional
look. This new product is a perfect
solution for every type of indoor
space. The natural flames closed
behind glass not only add charm and
a warm ambience, but also ensure
the maximum safety and comfort. A
traditional-looking fireplace without
any hard connections or flue system
makes the perfect solution for the
most demanding clients.

See the attached Pricelist for more details. Product is now available.
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New products & updates

Stempunk – a one-of-a-kind fireplace that
is particularly suitable for decorating stark interiors
in cool colour tones, with bricks and pipes, concrete
flooring and large open windows – everything
you would expect from industrial loft apartments
and commercial spaces. As an option, the product
can be equipped with a dedicated wheeled platform
which will bring out the true character of the fireplace,
making it even more… steampunky. On top of all,
the fireplace is enclosed in a stylish corten-steel case,
a feature that will add even more unique character
for every industrial interior.

Prime Fire Logs is the ideal product
for those who are looking for a modern
fireplace with natural fire. It was
developed on the basis of Prime Fire,
but with a burner redesigned to fit
additional decorative logs, vermiculite
and glowing wires …so you can enjoy
the most natural fire.
See the attached Pricelist for more details.
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PRICELIST UPDATE

Pricelist update

As we have informed our clients recently, the prices of some selected products have changed. The update
is effective from September 1st, 2017 and includes a change of price for the following:
•Faro Commerce Black/White
•Gustav Commerce
•Tondo Commerce
•Simple Commerce
•Petit Commerce
•FLA 3 XL
See the attached Pricelist for more details.
We would like to inform all our distributors that on September 1st 2017, Planika cancelled further
production of three outdoor bio fireplaces:

•Pyramid Commerce
•Bubble Commerce
•Faro Commerce White

The products are still available until the stocks are exhausted. Please contact our Customer Service
prior to issuing an order.
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Fanola biofuel
Fanola® is a premium-quality ecological fuel
obtained through the fermentation of sugar and starch
contained in raw products of plant origin called
biomass. It provides a very clean burning process
without smoke, smell or ash. The only by-products are
heat as well as water vapour and CO2 in insignificant
amounts.

Bioethanol constitutes a very clean source of renewable
energy that is considerably more efficient than
conventional fuels. All of this make Fanola® a perfect
fuel for bio fireplaces.
VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE DETAILS
ABOUT FANOLA BIOFUEL

The product has been tested and found to comply with the most stringent standards of quality and safety,
as proved by the EcoFuel certificate. Fanola® is therefore safe for both humans and the environment.
When using Fanola®, please follow the instructions specified on the labelling and in the user’s manual.
The product demonstrates neutral impact on the environment.
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NYC Green House

Charles & Tikka is a project by Stefania Skrabak, an interior designer from Art Home Garden.
This incredible project includes arranging the first bio fireplace in a NYC green-building. The finished
apartment with the custom Fire Line Automatic 3 by Planika won the hearts of the owners and all visitors.
The fireplace is designed in an elegant marble wall. As a whole, it adds elegance not only to the living
room, but also to the entire apartment.
Take a minute to listen to our interview and discover what inspired Stefania Skrabak to create
this incredible interior.

CLICK TO WATCH
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NYC Green House
PICTURES OF THE CHARLES & TIKKA PROJECT
BY STEFANIA SKRABAK FROM ART HOME GARDEN

CLICK TO VIEW THE PICTURES
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THE PORTUGUESE DREAM

Sleep in Porto 2017

The second edition of the Sleep in Porto took place between May 25th and July 4th in the beautiful scenery
of the Fort of the Berlengas in Portugal. The goal of exhibition is to present the newest trends in architecture and
interior design.
The automatic bio fireplaces by Planika have been arranged by five different interior designers, in cooperation with
our distributor in Portugal, Imporchama. Below, we present some of these absolutely marvelous arrangement ideas.

CLICK TO VIEW THE PICTURES
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05-06.10.2017
ARCH ZONA
VILNIUS, LATVIA

08-12.11.2017
AMBIENT LUBLIANA
LJUBLJIANA, SLOVENIA

06-08.10.2017
WARSAW HOME
WARSAW, POLAND

EVENTS ONLINE

12-15.10.2017
HEM, VILLA & BOSTADSRÄTT

STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN

From now on the calendar of upcoming
events is also available online.

12-14.10.2017
SIA GUEST
RIMINI, ITALY

18-22.10.2017
BYGG REISS DEG
LILLESTRØM, NORWEGIA
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07-12.12.2017
MASTERS OF LXRY
AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS

Our guests

With arms wide open, Planika welcomes guests from all around the world.
We are happy to present the photos of our visitors.

KAD NEBŪTŲ ŠALTA UAB, Latvia

Jongson Taiwan Ltd, Taiwan

Imporchama, Ltd., Portugal

Attika Feuer AG, Switzerland

Feuerkultur GmbH, Austria

A.S. Design, Switzerland

Scott Byrne from Enviro-Flame,
Great Britain

Vereinigte Ofen - und Kaminwerkstätten,
Hamburg AG, Germany

CLICK TO VIEW THE PICTURES
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Trendiko, Marko Mihaljević s.p, Slovenia

CAPTURE THE MOMENT

We were there

Planika remains a faithful participant in the most noticable international fairs all across the globe.
Take a quick look at the photo-report from some of our adventures.

Maison & Objet 2017, Paris, France
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Heart & Home 2017
Harrogate, UK

Heart & Home 2017
Harrogate, UK

MFCC 2017
Malta

Marketing news

NEW PHOTOGRAPHSarm welcome 2

WE UPLOAD OUR PUBLICATIONS
ON ISSUU

CLICK TO VIEW THE PICTURES

FOLLOW US
Remember to join our social networks on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn.
Use our hashtags:
#planika #planikafires #biofireplace #fireplace
SHARE YOUR PHOTOS
OF PLANIKA PRODUCTS

ALBERT SZUT:
a.szut@planikafires.com

REMEMBER TO VISIT OUR DOWNLOAD AREA TO FIND VARIOUS PRODUCT MATERIALS, INCLUDING:
3D MODELS, TECHNICAL CARDS, CATALOGUES, HIGH RESOLUTION IMAGES AND MANY MANY OTHERS.
CHECK THE LINK: HTTP://DOWNLOAD.PLANIKAFIRES.COM
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Some last words...
We have reached the end of this new edition of Planika Insight. The autumn is here and there is no better time to fully enjoy the beauty of real fire
and warmth of your fireplace. We hope that the presented news and innovations will help you to get inspired in creating an incredible atmosphere
and charm this season.
We now get back to work to give you fresh-new inspirations in firedesign.
We are looking forward to seeing you next time.
Planika
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